Abstract-Wireless sensor network (WSN) is an indispensible part of Internet of Things that has been applied in many fields to monitor environments and collect data from surroundings. However, WSNs are highly susceptible to attacks due to its unique characteristics: large-scale, self-organization, dynamic topology, and constrained resources. A number of systems have been proposed to effectively detect varieties of attacks in WSNs. However, most previous surveys on WSN attacks focus on detection methods for only one or two types of attacks and lack detailed performance analysis. Additionally, the literature lacks comprehensive studies on security-related data (in short security data) collection in WSNs. In this paper, we first provide an overview of WSNs and classify the attacks in WSNs based on protocol stack layers. For the purpose of WSN security measurement, we then research attack detection methods of eleven mainstream attacks. We extract security data that play an important role for detecting security anomaly toward security measurement. We further elaborate the advantages and disadvantages of the existing detection methods based on a number of evaluation criteria. Finally, we highlight a number of open problems in this paper field based on our thorough survey and conclude this paper with possible future research directions.
and environment management. Through 2-D code reading devices, radio frequency identification devices, infrared sensors, global position system (GPS), laser scanners, cloud storage, and other network equipment, IoT connects the things in the physical world and the cyber world together and makes human life comfortable and convenient; thanks to many IoT intelligent applications supported by wireless sensor networks (WSNs). WSN is an indispensable part of IoT [5] , which is used by many IoT applications to monitor an environment and record its conditions, such as smart city [1] , disaster warning, smart home [3] , and intelligent healthcare [4] .
However, WSN is very vulnerable to many attacks due to its unique characteristics: large-scale, self-organization, dynamic topology, and constrained resources. WSN attacks may cause network anomalies that can be reflected in the data collected from the network. These collected data are valuable and can be used to detect network attacks. We define these data as security-related data, in short security data, since they can help us detect anomalies and figure out security threats, intrusions and attacks. Security data are generally generated in various kinds of WSN applications (e.g., smart city, smart home, and intelligent healthcare). Depending on different detection methods, some security data are general sensory data [e.g., received signal strength indicator (RSSI), acknowledgment (ACK) messages, etc.], while some other security data are special data (e.g., fingerprint) that need to be extracted specifically. Attack detection supports security defense for resisting intrusions and security threats in WSNs, thus it plays an important role in securing WSN. Summing up existing attack detection methods and related security data is significant for understanding the current state of arts in the field of attack detection and working forward to measure WSN security. However, few works in the literature comprehensively review the detection methods of mainstream attacks and relevant security data collection and analytics in WSN.
Although the methods to detect various attacks have been intensively researched and reported in the literature, none of them provide a thorough review on security data collection and data analytics for detecting mainstream attacks in WSNs. Some recent surveys focus on security data collection [91] , [92] and data analytics in the Internet [90] , Ad Hoc network [94] , LTE/LTE-A network [95] , and mobile phones [93] , rather than WSN. Some surveys [6] [7] [8] , [12] mainly focus on a limited number of typical attacks and lack detailed performance analysis under uniform criteria in WSN. Although 2327-4662 c 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. Venkatraman et al. [9] and Martins and Guyennet [10] explained all mainstream attacks in WSNs, they did not review the methods to detect the attacks. Xie et al. [11] introduced detection methods according to the categorization of anomaly detection techniques other than protocol stack layers and attack types. They did not concern security data and did not evaluate performance based on a comprehensive set of criteria for data collection and analytics. Sen [15] presented a view of security issues, various possible attacks and corresponding countermeasures in WSN. However, none of them focus on abnormal detection through security data collection, processing and analytics in WSN. In general, the above-mentioned surveys lack following studies: 1) comprehensive studies on attack detection methods of mainstream security threats with attention to security data collection and analytics; 2) extensive analysis on detection methods based on a uniform set of criteria for security data collection and data analytics; and 3) synthetic attack detection in WSN.
The objective of this paper is to provide a survey on mainstream attack detection methods in WSNs, summarize security data used in the methods toward WSN security measurement in order to explore future research directions in this paper field. We study the mainstream security threats in WSNs based on network layers and their corresponding detection methods. In order to analyze the performance of security data collection and attack detection methods, we propose a list of evaluation criteria to instruct our review on the performance of existing work and aid our judgement on future research trends. In our survey, we mainly focus on security data collection and data analytics for the purpose of setting up a holonomic attack detection system toward WSN security measurement. Security defense is not our focus since some papers [15] , [16] have given a detailed summary and analysis on it.
Although we can find a number of existing surveys about attack detection and security defense in WSN, our survey has different focuses. We summarize security data according to different attacks, conduct literature evaluation based on a set of evaluation criteria. We carefully compare our survey with other existing surveys of attack detection and security defense in WSN in Table I . Through comparison, we can summarize the main contributions of this paper as below.
1) To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first papers that give an extensive overview and detailed performance analysis of mainstream attack detection methods in WSNs. It summarizes security data used in these methods toward WSN security measurement. 2) We propose a set of comprehensive evaluation criteria to analyze the performance of attack detection with a focus on security data collection and analytics. 3) Besides security data collection and attack detection, we further review existing methods for detecting synthetic attacks. 4) Based on detailed analysis and discussion, we find a number of open issues and forecast future research trends. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the special constraints of WSN, its layered architecture and the classification of WSN mainstream attacks. In Section III, we propose a number of evaluation criteria for security data collection and attack detection in WSNs. Section IV reviews attack detection methods in WSNs and discusses their advantages and disadvantages based on the proposed evaluation criteria. We also summarize the security data that are used in each method in the survey. Based on our thorough survey, we highlight open issues and propose future research directions in Section V, followed by our concluding remarks in the last section.
II. CONSTRAINTS AND SECURITY THREATS

A. Special Constraints of WSNs
WSN is a resource-constrained network. Each sensor node in the WSN has limited resources regarding computation capacity, communication range and memory space, and restricted energy.
1) Limited Energy:
Energy is one of the most important resources in the WSN. Energy in a sensor is mainly used for computation, communication and sensor transducer. However, the communication consumes the most energy in the WSN and every bit transmitted by a wireless sensor consumes the same energy as executing more than 200 clock cycles in CPU [13] . Thus, under the premise of accuracy, we should minimize communications to save energy in attack detection.
2) Memory Constraint: Memory is generally composed of flash memory and RAM in a sensor node. Flash memory is applied to store downloaded application codes and RAM is usually applied to store sensed data, intermediate computation and application programs. A sensor is so tiny that it has limited memory space and does not have enough memory to process big data and run complicated algorithms. For example, a common type of sensor TelosB only has 1MB flash storage, 10KB RAM, and 48KB program memory.
3) Transmission Constraint: Transmission constraint can be divided into three aspects: a) unreliable transmission; b) transmission latency; and c) transmission range. Channel errors and packet collision may cause damage and loss of packets in an unreliable wireless channel. Furthermore, network congestion and multihop routing may lead to high latency. And actual transmission range mainly depends on energy and various environmental factors. Thus, we need to consider retransmission mechanisms, synchronization issues and data quality (DQ) in attack detection.
B. Layered Architecture of WSNs
We give a taxology of attacks based on layered architecture of WSNs. The protocol stack of WSNs consists of five layers: 1) physical layer; 2) data link layer; 3) network layer; 4) transport layer; and 5) application layer.
1) Physical Layer: The physical layer is responsible for providing a path to transmit binary bit streams by mean of frequency selection, carrier frequency generation, signal deflection, modulation, and data encryption. Attacks on the WSN physical layer usually consists of eavesdropping attack, basic jamming attack (JA), compromised node attack (CNA), and replication node attack (RNA). 2) Data Link Layer: The data link layer provides a reliable communication channel to neighbor nodes. In a media access control (MAC) protocol, a node makes sure whether it can access to a communication channel by means of carrier sense, which is especially vulnerable to collision attack, intelligent jamming, and denial-of-sleep attack (DA). 3) Network Layer: The network layer provides routing services to nodes. Attackers mainly launch attacks on routing, such as replay attack, Sybil attack (SA), black hole attack (BHA), gray hole attack (GHA), wormhole attack (WA), sinkhole attack (SHA), hello flooding attack (HFA), and spoofing attack. 4) Transport Layer: The transport layer is mainly used for setting up end-to-end connections and specifying reliable transport of packets, which is vulnerable to flooding attack (FA) and de-synchronization attack. 5) Application Layer: The application layer is responsible for requesting and providing data for both individual sensor nodes and interactions with end users. It provides a variety of practical applications over WSNs. It is mainly vulnerable to attacks on reliability and malicious code attack [16] that have an adverse effect on application programs or nodes. 
C. Security Threats in WSNs
In this section, we classify and give a brief introduction of the mainstream attacks in WSNs based on the layers targeted by the attacks 1) Attacks in Physical Layer: a) Eavesdropping attack: Eavesdropping attack is an activity that intercepts radio signals but does not destroy their integrity. It is a fundamental prerequisite of many other attacks. A malicious node monitors message transmission and intercepts it. If the message is not encrypted, the adversary can easily read it. It is a passive attack that can be scarcely detected if a malicious node has no other activities. But we can take advantage of effective protocols and encryption techniques to guard against this attack.
b) Basic jamming attack: JA is an act that exploits electromagnetic energy to interfere or interrupt communications among legitimate nodes. It is generally divided into basic JA and intelligent JA. Basic jammer emits radio signals to prevent or disrupt data transmission. Xu et al. [19] divided JAs into four taxonomies as described in Fig. 1 . Constant jammer incessantly emits signals to hold up communication channels and prevents senor nodes from sending messages. Deceptive jammer incessantly emits regular packets without any intervals to deceive legitimate nodes into a receiving state so that they cannot send any messages. Random jammer converts between jamming and sleeping to save energy. Reactive jammer keeps quiet when there is no information in the channel and starts to attack as soon as it detects any channel activities. It prevents a receiver from receiving messages, and thus it is much harder to be detected. Constant jammer, random jammer, and reactive jammer can launch basic JA when they emit interference signals to sensor nodes.
c) Compromised node attack:
Compromised node [20] is an originally legitimate node that has been controlled by an adversary. The adversary can easily capture a sensor node in a sensitive security application of the WSN such as collecting data in a battlefield. Then the node is reprogrammed to launch various types of attacks.
d) Replication node attack:
The WSN may sometimes be exposed into an insecure environment, in which it is easy to reprogram a captured node and replicate it into a number of clones [21] . Because a replicated node has a legitimate identity such as a legitimate ID and keys inherited from the original node, it can take part in network operations as a normal node. It is difficult to detect this attack because replicated nodes can escape from all identity checks with legitimate IDs and keys. They may be distributed anywhere of the network and further launch insider attacks [23] to destroy the network. But it is not easy for an adversary to create a new legitimate node identity when the ID-based pair-wise keys are generated from a trusted authority [25] .
2) Attacks in Data Link Layer: a) Collision attack: An attacker manages to distort byte values of each packet. As a result, a destination node will drop this packet because of checksum mismatch. Furthermore, persistent packet retransmission may consume a lot of resources.
b) Intelligent jamming attack: Intelligent JA emits data packets that directly target known protocol rules, which can interfere communications and consume node energy. Only deceptive jammer, random jammer, and reactive jammer can launch the intelligent JA when they emit regular packets to sensor nodes.
c) Denial-of-sleep attack: Energy is one of the most valuable resources in the WSN. There are several modes of sensor nodes for conserving energy as shown in Fig. 2 [67] . In this figure, the energy consumption of sleep mode is much less than that of other modes, so that it is better to keep sensor nodes in sleep mode rather than Idle Mode when no packet is sending or receiving to conserve energy. Just as its name implies, an attacker [26] prevents sensor nodes falling into a sleep and tries to exhaust power supply of them as quickly as possible. It may degrade the lifetime of sensor nodes and even break down network communications. Though some other attacks, such as JA and FA, can consume the energy of a sensor node, but DA is a clever attack that keeps a sensor node in an active mode and drain its battery more quickly.
3) Attacks in Network Layer: a) Replay attack: A malicious node catches packets that have been sent in WSN, and then replays them repeatedly to a legitimate node in order to consume its limited energy and dominate communication channels. The performance of the whole WSN will be impacted by this attack if network system design is poor.
b) Sybil attack: Newsome et al. [28] defined SA that a malicious node possesses multiple identities simultaneously and deceives normal nodes to believe that they have many neighbors. It has the ability to disrupt the integrity of network operations, such as distributed storage, routing [29] , resource allocation, data aggregation, misbehavior detection, and voting [28] . We can utilize a trusted center to verify identities of communication entities to prevent the SA, but this is not advisable in a distributed system. c) Black hole attack: BHA [30] , [31] is a type of denial of service (DoS) attack since it can result in zero packet delivery ratio and high propagation delay, as shown in Fig. 3 . It often occurs close to a sink or a cluster head within one hop distance to attract more data packets. Or in the process of creating routing, a malicious node falsely replies RREP messages to deceive a source node that it has an immediate path to a destination node. Then it will swallow up all packets passing through it just like a black hole.
d) Gray hole attack: GHA [32] , [33] is also called selective forwarding attack, as shown in Fig. 4 . It is a specific form of BHA as it only drops a part of packets. For example, it drops a packet every t seconds, or the packets with some sensitive information (e.g., sending to a specific destination).
e) Wormhole attack: WA [34] , [35] is a direct communication between at least two malicious nodes through a link with low latency and high efficiency, such as an effective wireless link or a hidden wired link. It captures packets in one part, transmits them to another part through its private link to distort an underlying routing protocol. It can attract a lot of honest nodes surrounding it to forward packets to it since it declares a nearest path to their destinations. Due to packet encapsulation technique, transmitting packets via malicious nodes does not increase hop counts, thus we cannot detect this attack through abnormal hop counts. This attack is easy to be launched because it does not need any cryptography techniques and compromised nodes to analyze data. This attack allows adversary to damage routing protocols, drop packets, or analyze the traffic flow later on. A simulation result in [36] illustrates that more than 50% of packets would be absorbed by malicious nodes and get discarded when there are more than two wormhole nodes in a network. f) Sinkhole attack: A malicious node attracts as many traffic flows as possible around a sink using an efficient and powerful link, preventing the sink from receiving complete and valid packets. An adversary is attractive to surrounding nodes with an unfaithful routing. Neighbor nodes send information to a sink through the malicious node and the nodes that are near these neighbor nodes will be influenced by the adversary. This attack could collude with other attacks, such as WA to extent the sphere of influence or selective forwarding attack to drop some packets of great importance [37] , [38] . g) Hello flooding attack: Many routing protocols in the WSN use Hello messages to find neighbor nodes and create network communications. A node that receives a Hello message from another node is believed that it is in the radio range of the Hello message sender and therefore a neighbor of the sender [39] . For example, LEACH protocol [40] elects a cluster head based on a certain probability and residual energy (RE). Then, the cluster head broadcasts Hello messages and nodes join the cluster after receiving the Hello message with a high RSSI. An adversary could use a high-power transmitter to deceive a large area of nodes that are so far away from it to treat it as a neighbor, making them forward packets into oblivion.
h) Spoofing attack: An attacker can attract or suppress network traffic and generate false data by means of attracting, distorting, and replaying routing information in this type of attack.
4) Attacks in Transport Layer:
a) Flooding attack: FA is such a kind of DoS attack that an attacker sends a large number of useless packets to a legitimate node in order to prevent it from normal communications and degrade network lifetime. For example, in TPC SYN FA, an attacker sends a lot of connection establishment request packets to a victim. Once the victim receives them, it will reply ACK packets to the demander and wait for connection. It also allocates storage space for transmission control. This attack prevents the network from working normally and occupies network resources.
b) De-synchronization attack: De-synchronization attack is a type of communication reliability attack. A reliable transport protocol must ensure that it can detect each packet loss, and each lost packet can be retransmitted until they reach its destination node. In the de-synchronization attack, an attacker forges packets with control flags or sequence numbers. Once a sensor node receives a bogus packet, it will request the sender to retransmit the lost packet. If this process continues, it will impact normal communications between source nodes and destination nodes, and consume a lot of energy.
5) Attacks in Application Layer: a) Attack on reliability:
It is an attack that inserts malicious nodes between communication parties to generate false data or queries and increase energy consumption and collision.
b) Malicious code attack: The adversary injects a worm in a node to disaggregate or gain complete control of the node, which can reduce the capability of the network and perform its intended functions.
6) Attacks Across Multiple Layers: More than one previously defined attacks can be combined or launched in different layers of WSN protocol stack. These attacks include JA, DoS attack, and man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack. a) Jamming attack: As mentioned before, JA includes basic JA in the physical layer and intelligent JA in the data link layer. b) DoS attack: In WSNs, the DoS attack not only consumes scarce resource of nodes, but also prevents legitimate users from accessing information or services. In the physical layer, the DoS attack can cause network congestion. Basic JA is a kind of DoS attack. In the data link layer, attacker directly violates known communication protocols and transmits messages continually to generate collisions and result in packet retransmission and energy loss. Collision attack, intelligent JA, and DA belong to the DoS attack. In the network layer, malicious nodes refuse necessary routing information or send incorrect routing information to target nodes. SA, replay attack, BHA, GHA, WA, SHA, HFA, and spoofing attack all belong to the DoS attack. In the transport layer, sensor nodes are vulnerable to FA and de-synchronization attack that can generate a great number of connection and retransmission requests and consume a great deal of energy.
c) Man-in-the-middle attack: It is an attack that an attacker secretly eavesdrops and possibly alters messages between two parties without their knowledge. Eavesdropping attack in the physical layer and replay attack in the network layer belong to MITM attack.
III. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR SECURITY DATA COLLECTION IN WSNS
In this section, we summarize a list of evaluation criteria to analyze the performance of security data collection and attack detection.
A. Criteria of Security Data Collection
1) Data Quality: DQ should be considered in security data collection. This is because wireless transmission is instable and wireless signal is susceptible to its environment. Radio communication is susceptible to many factors, such as context (geographical location, electromagnetic environments, and climatic conditions), energy situation, multipath influence, transmission power, and receiving sensitivity. A good and honest node could collect low quality data due to the influence of the above factors. An effective method should concern the above factors or some other influence factors seriously in order to ensure DQ. On the other hand, DQ should be measured, e.g., through quality-aware data aggregation. A data provider should be issued a higher weight if its collected data are closer to the aggregated results, and in return, its data should be counted more in the process of aggregation. Furthermore, privacy-preserving DQ measurement should also be investigated [96] [97] [98] .
2) Data Trustworthiness: Data trustworthiness (DT) greatly impacts the quality of collected security data. Malicious nodes could insert false security data into networks and slander normal nodes. In addition, network dynamics (e.g., power exhaustion) can also affect the trustworthiness of data even though the nodes are honest. In this case, checkpoints (e.g., cluster heads and sinks) have responsibility to distinguish eligibility, legality and trustworthiness of security data to filter false data and protect normal nodes from being defamed by malicious nodes.
3) Effectiveness and Efficiency: Security data collection should have high effectiveness and efficiency (EE) in consideration of constrained energy and limited power in WSN nodes in order to extend their working time. We mainly take communication overhead into concern, because data transmission consumes the most energy in WSNs [14] . Computational complexity could also be considered with regard to security data processing if any. Communication overhead is mainly related to the size of communication data traffic. We stipulate the communication overhead of an effective data collection scheme is less than O(n 2 ), O(m 2 × n), or O(k 2 × n) since they are normal communication complexity in a network for all node-to-node communications, where n, m, and k stand for the number of sensor nodes, neighbor nodes, and checkpoint nodes, respectively.
4) Privacy:
The privacy (Pr) of sensed data should not be exposed in the process of collecting security data. Otherwise, it may bring a great loss to related users. Once a malicious node obtains data, it may reveal the information of legitimate nodes. Sensor nodes' private information primarily consists of location privacy (LP) and data privacy (DP). LP means that the data cannot expose the location of source node, intermediate node or destination node to any unauthorized parties.
A breach of LP may result in node capture or CNA. In addition, extra and sensitive information may be collected in the process of data collection, so that we should seriously take DP into account.
5) Security Properties:
A number of requirements should be ensured with regard to security data collection for attack detection, as specified below. a) Integrity: In the process of transmission and storage of data, we should ensure that the data are not tampered illegally. Thus, security data integrity should be satisfied. b) Confidentiality: Since security data are valuable, only legitimate sensor nodes can get the data. Thus, data confidentiality should be ensured, that is data contents should not be disclosed in the process of transmission.
c) Nonrepudiation: Security data transmission from one node to another should not be denied. This requirement is needed in order to trace the source of data. We consider three forms of data: one is forwarded from a node to another; the second is transmitted from a node to a cluster head or a sink; and on contrary, the third is delivered from a cluster head or a sink to a node. d) Authentication: A receiving sensor node must authenticate the identity of a sending sensor node. In case that the sender is a malicious node, the receiver can find it effectively. We consider three cases: the first is the authentication between two sensor nodes; the second is a cluster head or a sink should authenticate a sensor node; the third is on contrary, the cluster head or the sink should be authenticated by a sensor node exactly. Although public key cryptography is time-consuming, it is proved feasible to be used in WSNs [41] , [42] .
B. Criteria of Attack Detection
1) Traceability: Traceability (Tr) is preferred in attack detection. If a detection method can indicate the position of a malicious node clearly, we declare that this method has traceability. A good detection method can not only detect an attack, but also accurately point out the position of the attack to allow further defence.
2) Accuracy: Detection accuracy is the most important performance indicator of attack detection. Accuracy (Ac) is used to show the ability of an attack detection method to distinguish malicious nodes and legitimate nodes. We use the following metrics to evaluate the accuracy of attack detection.
True Positive (TP): The number of nodes that is detected as malicious nodes when they are really malicious.
True Negative (TN): The number of nodes that is detected as legitimate nodes when they are indeed legitimate.
False Positive (FP): The number of nodes that is detected as malicious nodes but they are legitimate nodes contrarily.
False Negative (FN):
The number of nodes that is detected as legitimate nodes but they are malicious nodes effectively.
We can use the TP rate (TPR) and FP rate (FPR) to measure the accuracy.
TPR: The ratio of TP to all malicious nodes. That is: TPR = TP/(TP + FN).
FPR:
The ratio of FP to all legitimate nodes. That is: FPR = FP/(FP + TN).
If TPR ≥ 95% and FPR ≤ 5%, we may declare that the underlying method is satisfactorily accurate.
3) False Tolerance: A detection method should be tolerant to the high ratio of malicious nodes to all sensor nodes. False tolerance (FT) is used to describe the adaptability of an attack detection method to a harsh environment. We define the false ratio as the ratio of malicious nodes to all sensor nodes. If a detection method can operate normally when the false ratio reaches a high value, we can say that the method has high FT.
4) Applicability: An attack method should be suitable to be applied in WSNs by considering its special constraints. Applicability (Ap) refers to whether an attack method is applicable in the context of WSNs. It relates to two types of WSNs: 1) stationary network (SN) and mobile network (MN). We should seriously take applicability into consideration since detection mechanisms are different from each other in different types of WSNs.
5) Scalability: Scalability (Sc) should be considered by an attack detection method in order to judge its possibility to be applied into a large-scale network. An application of WSN always consists of thousands and millions of sensor nodes in a large-scale scene. Some detection methods can only work well in the context of a small number of sensors. Their performance becomes unacceptable if the network scale is extended. Therefore, we need to consider the scalability of attack detection methods. If the accuracy, EE of an attack detection method do not obviously decrease with the increase of WSN node number, we can announce that it satisfies scalability.
IV. SECURITY DATA COLLECTION
AND ATTACK DETECTION In this section, we summarize security data collection and attack detection methods of eleven mainstream attacks in WSNs. They are JA, CNA, RNA, DA, SA, BHA, GHA, WA, SHA, HFA, and FA. We aim to summarize security data that are used to detect these attacks. Since there are few papers related to security data collection and attack detection methods of other types of attacks, we ignored them in this paper. In our survey, we refer to the papers about security data collection and attack detection from the following databases: IEEE Explorer Digital Library, ACM Digital Library, Elsevier ScienceDirect, Springer, Engineering Village, and Web of Science. We survey the literature published in recent ten years using the keywords: attack (refers to a specific attack, e.g., WA) detection and WSN, or attack detection and WSN, etc. We review the literature based on the type of attacks, analyze the advantages and disadvantages of each detection method and evaluate the performance of security data collection based on the above proposed evaluation criteria. We sum up the performance of all reviewed works in Table II and the data of importance and magnitude that can be used to detect several attacks in Table III , respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that gives an extensive overview and detailed performance analysis of mainstream attack detection methods in WSNs and summarizes the security data used in these methods toward WSN security measurement.
A. Attack Detection in Physical Layer
1) Compromised Node Attack:
There are two types of methods [43] , [44] to detect CNA. One is behavior-based method that can only detect misbehaviors (such as packet arrival rate, packet arrival time, node energy, and node location), but cannot revoke the compromised node due to its nonzero FPR. The other is software attestation-based methods that check the insider code of nodes and can revoke malicious nodes, but it has high overhead.
In [44] and [45] , the network is divided into several zones (clusters). Adjacent zones would be expected to be loaded with similar communication overhead and computation cost. The central node of a zone evaluates trust levels of neighbor zones based on sequential hypotheses, and reports them to a sink. The sink will activate a software-based attestation system to detect each node in the zone with low trust value. Cryptographic algorithms were applied in these two works to ensure confidentiality, authentication, and nonrepudiation. Both works achieve good detection accuracy, and in [45] , even though 34% of nodes are under attack, the detection rate can reach up to 99% and only 0.9% of false alarm is presented. All nodes in an untrustworthy zone are rechecked using softwarebased attestation. However, the authors did not consider DQ, DP, integrity, and DT. They did not clarify the communication overhead, either. Notably, there is no need to care about LP in these two works.
Thaile and Ramanaiah [43] proposed a nodetrust-based method that a sink implements software attestation to check each untrustworthy node individually. The zone head evaluates trust values of each node based on packet arrival time. This method was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and meets EE since its communication overhead is only O(n). The authors did not consider DQ, integrity, DT, and SP, neither clarified accuracy, scalability, and FT in their work. LP was not cared because it was not involved in this method.
In [23] , a node collects packet dropping rate, packet sending rate, and forwarding delay time to evaluate trust values of neighbor nodes. A node is regarded as a compromised node if the corresponding trust value is below a threshold. This scheme was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and meets EE since its communication overhead is only O(n). The authors considered DT in a way that a node assembles trust values of neighbors and filters the source nodes with deviated trust values. This scheme meets accuracy and FT because its testing result indicates that its detection rate is above 90% and its FPR is lower than 10%, even though 25% of sensors are compromised. A cryptographic technique was considered in this scheme. However, the authors did not consider DQ, DP, and integrity. They did not clarify scalability, either.
2) Replication Node Attack: RNA has been widely researched in previous work. A large number of detection methods have been presented to guard against this attack.
A randomized, efficient, and distributed Protocol was proposed by Conti et al. [46] to detect RNAs in a stationary WSN. Every node knows its location using the method in [47] and keeps an ID-based pair-wise key [48] . Each node broadcasts a claim including ID and its location that is signed by its secret key. Neighbor nodes send the claim with probability p to a set of nodes that are selected pseudo-randomly for further collision detection. This protocol was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and is effective with low communication overhead of O(n). However, the authors did not consider DQ and integrity. On the other hand, this protocol does not satisfy with accuracy and scalability, because its detection probability is below 90% and will decrease as the number of nodes increases. Besides, LP and DP are exposed in this protocol. Notably, there is no need to consider DT herein because it is hard for malicious nodes to forge a claim of a normal node.
Xing et al. [49] proposed a fingerprint-based real-time detection method in an SN. Each node reserves a codeword generated by a superimposed s-disjunct code [50] and computes its unique fingerprint based on its neighbors' codewords. The fingerprint is stored at each neighbor node and a sink and involved in every message sent to the sink. Neighbor nodes authenticate the authenticity of a node through comparing the consistency of the fingerprint in the message and the one in the local. Both neighbor nodes and the sink can detect replication nodes with this method. This method was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is effective because it generates redundant communication overhead of O(n) only in the process of fingerprint generation. Furthermore, it guarantees authentication of a node or the sink to a node, and ensures nonrepudiation from a node to the sink or another node. However, the authors did not consider DQ and integrity. They did not clarify scalability and FT. Besides, there was no need to consider DT because it is hard for a malicious node to get fingerprints of normal nodes.
Area-based clustering detection method was proposed by Naruephiphat et al. [51] . In this method, a node that has maximum neighbor nodes is selected as a central node. Then, the network is divided into several subareas with equal degree of angle. In each subarea, a witness node is selected by using the method that is similar to choosing a central node. Every node sends a location claim with its node ID to the witness node in its area. If the witness node observes two messages with the same IDs but from different locations, it will send an alarm to all of nodes. Otherwise, it will send location claims to a sink to further detect. This method was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is effective because its communication overhead is O(n). Digital signature was applied to ensure authentication and nonrepudiation. It meets accuracy and scalability because the detection rate is closed to 100% and nearly steady when the number of nodes changes. However, the authors did not consider DQ and integrity. LP and DP are exposed in this method. Notably, there was no need to consider DT because malicious nodes cannot forge IDs of normal nodes.
Dimitriou et al. [52] proposed a detection method used in mobile WSNs and considered a situation that an adversary compromises a number of nodes to frame legitimate nodes. In this method, each of node generates a random nonce and exchanges it with each other when they meet for the first time.
Later, when they meet again, they request each other for the previous value to verify authenticity. If a node cannot provide a genuine value, the other will keep the node ID in its quarantineList and send a claim to the sink. If the number of claims against a node ID received by the sink exceeds a threshold, which is above of the number of compromised identities, the sink will conclude this ID is a compromised ID and broadcast an alarm message to all nodes. This method satisfies the requirement of accuracy because it can always detect all replication nodes and has no false alarm if the threshold is set appropriately. Authentication and nonrepudiation are guaranteed by applying digital signature. However, it does not satisfy scalability and EE since the communication overhead is O(n 2 ). In addition, the authors did not consider DQ, IoDS, DP, integrity, confidentiality, and DT of claims sent from nodes to the sink. They did not clarify traceability and FT in this paper.
Recently, Ko et al. [53] suggested a neighbor-based detection scheme. Every node keeps a table recording neighbor node information in this scheme, and when a mobile node i wants to join a new community, its new neighbors would detect its validity through requesting its old neighbor nodes with a rejoining claim. The nodes that receive the rejoining claim will verify its validity and check if node i is still present in its neighborhoods by broadcasting an encrypted one-hop challenge message. Node i will reply an existence claim if it is still its neighborhood. Node i can be detected as a replicated node if both rejoining claim and existence claim are received by a previous neighbor node. This scheme was applied in an SN. Its communication overhead is O(m 2 × n). Encryption and authentication techniques were applied comprehensively to provide confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and nonrepudiation. It meets accuracy since it can detect all replicated nodes if initial values of system parameters are set appropriately. However, it cannot ensure scalability and FT because its detection accuracy will decrease if the number of replicated nodes or false ratio increases. In addition, the authors did not consider DQ, IoDS, DP, and DT of existing claims, and they did not clarify traceability. In another hand, Zhu [54] declared that some forms of replicated node attacks would bypass this scheme and frame up legitimate nodes.
B. Attack Detection in Data Link Layer
People rarely focus on attack detection in the data link layer in WSNs. We only found few related papers about DA.
1) Denial-of-Sleep Attack:
Researchers have proposed a number of MAC protocols to save energy and extend the life of sensor nodes [17] , [22] , [24] . For example, a sensor node switches between active mode and sleep mode in the dutycycle-based MAC protocols, such as B-MAC and X-MAC in which a sender node wakes up a receiver node by transmitting a specific preamble packet. Herein, we do not focus on these defense mechanisms in this paper since they do not relate to security data collection in these methods. Some detection methods related to security data collection are specified below.
Bhattashli et al. [27] proposed a hierarchical frameworkbased distributed collaborative mechanism for detecting DA.
In this method, the authors divided a cluster into several sectors. In each sector, a sector-in-charge node is responsible for collecting sensing data from normal nodes and transmitting them to a sector monitor node that has the right to decide whether the data is valid or invalid and marks the data packets accordingly. A suspected node is detected if the number of packets from the same node exceeds a threshold limit within an interval or a packet is transmitted from a node in sleep mode. The monitor node then checks the RE of the suspected node and sends all packets to the cluster in which invalid data and suspected nodes are further analyzed to make a final decision. This mechanism was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is effective since its communication overhead is O(n). However, DQ, DP, and some SP were not considered in this mechanism. In addition, accuracy, FT, and scalability were not clarified. Besides, there was no need to consider DT and LP in this mechanism.
Hsueh et al. [26] proposed an authentication mechanism to identify the anti-nodes that force other legitimate nodes to be in active mode all the time. A node that cannot respond with a correct ACK message for an encrypted challenge message sent by a cluster head is regarded as an anti-node. This mechanism runs in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes accurately. A hash chain is used for mutual authentication and session key agreement. Confidentiality and integrity are guaranteed by applying a hash function and a symmetric encryption algorithm.
It meets EE with the communication overhead of O(n).
However, the authors did not consider DQ, DP, and nonrepudiation. In addition, this paper does not provide experimental tests on attack detection, so that such criteria as accuracy, scalability, and FT are hard to be judged. Besides, there is no need to consider DT in this mechanism.
C. Attack Detection in Network Layer
1) Sybil Attack:
Newsome et al. [28] put forward several schemes to detect the SA, mainly including a radio resource testing method. In this method, they assumed that a device is disabled to send and receive messages with multiple channels simultaneously. The detector sends some messages to its neighbors through different radio channels and waits for requests. Because the Sybil nodes have the same basic devices and cannot receive messages with multiple channels at the same time, they can be detected in the absence of ACK messages. Its communication cost is non-negligible because it should run several rounds of iteration to achieve high accuracy. There are limited communication channels on the basis of IEEE 802.15.4 standard, which would reduce the accuracy of this method in a large-scale application as a node has many neighbors. A node would be identified as a Sybil node if it is on a sleep state or power depletion state. In addition, the authors did not consider DQ and many other performance objectives. Besides, there is no need to consider DT in this scheme.
Demirbas and Song [59] proposed a lightweight method for Sybil node detection in WSNs based on RSSI. There is a theory that every node can expose its location if at least four nodes monitor the ratio signal simultaneously [56] .
In this method, four sensor nodes ascertain the location of the detected node through RSSI cooperatively. If the node has the same location but different sending-IDs through multiple detections, we can affirm that it is a Sybil node. This method was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is efficient because its communication complexity is O(n). However, other criteria were not considered in this paper.
Then, Wang et al. [60] improved the aforementioned method. They thought over Rayleigh fading in a practical wireless channel and combined RSSI with various parameters such as position and power value. They established a system that monitoring nodes can send alarm data after detecting abnormity and it is worthwhile to increase about 2% of communication consumption. The proposed system runs in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is efficient because its communication complexity is O(n). It can satisfy DQ since the effect of environment on security data was considered. However, the accuracy of attack detection is below 95%. The authors did not consider DT, privacy, scalability, and some SP. FT was not clarified, either.
Clock skew is a unique characteristic of a sensor node and different sensor nodes have constant and different clock skews. Huang et al. [61] made use of the flooding time synchronization protocol to collect clock skew information of neighbor nodes. If nodes with different IDs have the same clock skew, then we can allege that the whole network is under SA. For identifying all neighbor nodes, a node should keep each neighbor's minimum clock skew, maximum clock skew, and average clock skew with little computation and memory. This protocol was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is efficient because its communication consumption linearly increases corresponding to the number of nodes and neighbor nodes. It satisfies with accuracy since it can detect all malicious nodes and its FPR is equal to 0.000125. There is no need to consider DT because malicious nodes cannot forge clock skew and ID of a normal node. Other quality properties were not considered in this protocol. We can also use this protocol to detect RNA since replicated nodes have different clock skews although holding the same ID.
2) Black Hole Attack: In general, a node collects and analyzes the packet delivery ratio (PDR) value from neighborhoods to detect BHA. If the PDR is zero, the detected neighbor node is suspected to be a malicious node. However, this method is not so accurate because the PDR of a node is almost zero when it suffers from congestion or JA.
Dewal et al. [62] made use of PDR and time delay to detect BHA in a cluster-based WSN. If the PDR of a node is always equal to zero for a specific period, the node is confirmed to be a black hole node. The authors proposed a defense mechanism by using two cluster heads in a cluster. Every activated cluster head stores a member list in its cluster and removes malicious member IDs. If the cluster head is a black hole node, the sink would remove it and activate another cluster head. This method runs in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is efficient because its communication overhead is O(n). FT, accuracy, and scalability were not specified and the specific threshold for judging whether a node is a black hole node is hard to ascertain in this method. In addition, the authors did not consider DQ, DT, DP, integrity, and SP.
Alattas [63] presented a method for detecting BHA in an SN using several sinks and a check agent, which is a selfcontrolling software programme. Each node keeps a list of neighbor nodes. In general, the network works in the state of a nearest sink routing algorithm and the check agent visits every node randomly to check the receiving packet frequency for each neighbor node. If the frequency decreases to zero, the agent will activate a multiple sink routing algorithm to check whether the neighbor node is a black hole node continually. This method was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is efficient because its communication overhead is O(n). The authors did not clarify accuracy and FT because they did not consider FPR in their work. In addition, DQ, DT, DP, integrity, and SP were not considered. This method does not match scalability since its detection accuracy decreases when the number of nodes increases.
Motamedi and Nasser [64] developed a method using unmanned aerial vehicles to take the place of mobile agents and applied a dynamic threshold to determine whether the detected node is a black hole node. This method was applied in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes with negligible communication overhead. However, the authors did not clarify accuracy and FT because they did not consider FPR. The method is not scalable since its detection accuracy decreases linearly with the increase of the scale of WSN. It does not consider the SP, DQ, DT, DP, and integrity.
Roy et al. [2] utilized multiple security data to evaluate trust value of a sensor node. If the trust value is below a defined threshold, this network is under BHA or SHA based on different abnormal data. This method can be used in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is efficient with communication overhead of O(n). The authors considered DT in such a way that a node assembles trust values from neighbors. However, they omitted accuracy, FT, and scalability, as well as other criteria.
Prathapani et al. [65] proposed a method by using an intelligent honeypot agent. Different from above mentioned methods, the agent sends an exclusive RREQ message to a "testee" with a randomly known destination. If the testee produces an RREP message and declares it is the nearest route to the destination, the honeypot agent sends a normal packet to the destination through the testee and asks the destination node whether it has received the packet. This method runs in an SN. It can trace malicious nodes and it is efficient with communication overhead of O(n) it meets the requirements on accuracy and FT since the TPR of this method can be up to 100% when 5% of network is under attack and the accuracy is also very good when 20% of network is under attack. However, the authors did not clarify scalability and consider other criteria.
3) Gray Hole Attack: It is more difficult to detect GHA compared with BHA because malicious behaviors in GHA are similar to normal packet drops.
Park et al. [66] proposed an energy-efficient method to detect GHA. A sink stores the average communication time of every node. If the actual communication delay of a node exceeds a threshold, the sink will activate the detection mechanism and transmit a retransmission request message to the source node. Many checkpoint nodes are deployed in a path in this method, which send ACK messages to the sink after they receive the retransmission request message and send ACK messages to the source node after they receive the retransmission message as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Then checkpoint nodes can detect a compromised node based on ACK messages. This method runs in an SN and it can trace malicious nodes. It is energy-efficient since it activates the detection mechanism only when the sink discovers a suspicious node. Its maximum communication overhead is O(k), thus efficient. In addition, it is accurate because its detection TPR is 97% and FPR is below 5%. Specially, its TPR can be up to about 88% when 25% of nodes are compromised. However, the authors did not consider other criteria.
Li et al. [68] presented a method that a cluster head runs sequential mesh test after receiving a packet dropping report from a node. This method can be also used to detect BHA, but it cannot stop a malicious node from sending a mendacious packet dropping report to a cluster for vilifying a normal node. The report is encrypted with a symmetric encryption algorithm to guarantee its confidentiality. This method runs in an SN and it can trace malicious nodes. It is efficient because the detection method is activated based on demand and only needs a few samples to run the test, and its maximum communication overhead is O(m × n). It satisfies FT because its accuracy can reach 90% even when more than 70% of nodes are compromised. There is no need to consider DT and LP. However, this method does not meet other criteria.
Ren et al. [71] proposed a detection method based on a trust evaluation mechanism. A node monitors forwarding traffic of its neighbor nodes and evaluates trust levels based on the deviation between average packet dropping ratio and actual packet dropping ratio as well as trust reports from neighbor nodes of the detected node. They set up different thresholds to mitigate the influence of an environment and consider DQ by weighting the trust reports from neighbor nodes. A sink uses the average trust value and the standard deviation of trust levels to alleviate the influence of malicious nodes. It can also be used to detect BHA. This method runs in an SN to trace malicious nodes. It is energy efficient since the communication overhead is O(m × n) . This method takes advantage of cryptographic techniques to guarantee confidentiality and authentication against adversaries. Moreover, it can always achieve more than 95% of TPR if less than 50% of nodes are compromised in the network, thus this method satisfies accuracy and FT. However, the authors did not clarify scalability and nonrepudiation, and they did not consider other criteria.
Dharini et al. [70] proposed an energy consumption-based method to detect FA and GHA in an SN. Through simulation, FA consumes the maximum energy of a node, while GHA consumes the minimum energy of a node. A cluster head dynamically predicts energy consumption of a sensor node in the next interval. If the predicted energy consumption is more than actual energy consumption, the node will be regarded as suffering FA. On contrary, if the predicted energy consumption is less than actual energy consumption, the node will be considered as a malicious node launching GHA. This method detects FA and GHA with high EE since extra requested traffic and calculation are very limited. What is more, the cluster head can trace a malicious node and isolate it from the network. DT and LP are unnecessary to be considered in this method. Besides, DP, DQ, and SP were not considered. Accuracy, FT and scalability were also omitted.
4) Wormhole Attack:
The detection method proposed by Zaw and Aung [72] is based on the assumption that the number of adversaries' neighbor nodes are more than those of normal nodes, and round trip time (RRT) of RREQ sent by a source node and corresponding RREP replied by a destination node in AODV routing protocol is raised if an adversary exists in the WSN. If RRT and the number of neighbor nodes of node A and node B are considerably higher than a threshold, we can assume that A and B are wormhole nodes. This method was applied in an SN and can trace malicious nodes. It does not request any extra hardware and communication overhead to detect WAs. Its computation requirement is small. However, it does not meet accuracy because its detection accuracy decreases sharply when two wormhole nodes are less than five hops apart. In addition, Zaw et al. did not consider SP and DQ in actual situations where radio signals are susceptible. Besides, the authors did not consider DT because the number of neighbor nodes can be forged by SA. Subha and Sankar [73] developed the method that uses a modified ElGamal signature scheme to guarantee authentication and nonrepudiation.
Luo et al. [74] presented a real-time and passive wormhole detection method, named Pworm, which can detect and locate malicious nodes in an SN based on the insight that the path length would reduce and the traffic flow would increase around wormhole nodes. This method runs in an SN to trace malicious nodes. The authors considered EE since the method only introduces a little communication overhead. The method can detect more than 95% of malicious nodes by applying a suitable threshold, but FPR is omitted in this paper, thus accuracy, FT, and scalability were not clarified. It makes use of a message authentication code to protect the integrity of messages. DQ, DT, and other criteria were not considered in this paper.
A two-phase detection method in MN was proposed in [75] . A node detects the rate of change of neighbor (RCN) nodes at real time. If it locates at an interval between lower and upper threshold, the method will activate the second phase that detects the alternate path lengths of nodes in a suspected set. This method can be applied in an MN to trace malicious nodes accurately. It is efficient with suitable communication overhead of O(m × n). However, it does not meet accuracy, because TPR is below 95%. In addition, FT and scalability were not clarified. The authors did not consider other criteria.
Garcia-Otero and Poblacion-Hernandez [76] presented a detection approach based on a special range-free localization method. The authors proposed two detection strategies by using at least four anchor nodes to collect RSSI and fixed locations of normal nodes in an SN. This approach can trace malicious nodes accurately. The authors considered shadowing effects, to which detection accuracy is sensitive. Its TPR increases linearly along with FPR, thus its accuracy is not so satisfied. In the process of data communications, integrity, and confidentiality are ensured with a cryptographic algorithm. This approach can meet EE due to suitable communication overhead of O(n). Other criteria were not considered in this paper.
5) Sinkhole Attack: Guerroumi et al. [77] proposed a detection method in WSNs with a mobile sink. The network is modeled as a virtual grid comprised of several cells. The sink moves periodically or randomly to a cell with the highest dissemination rate to reduce end-to-end delay, throughput and power consumption in an SN. But it is prone to be subjected to SHA, which draws a lot of traffic with false topological and positional information. The authors utilized advertisement messages including the coordinates and the detection rate of the destination cell sent from the sink to all cell leaders to distinguish between the valid and false sinks. This method can be applied in an SN. Its detection rate is high and keeps stable as the number of nodes increases. DT and LP are unnecessary to be considered in this method. However, it wastes lots of energy to update routing messages and fix position of each cell using GPS [76] . FT and scalability were not clarified, and other criteria were not considered, either.
Salehi et al. [78] presented a method in an SN. The sink checks the consistency of data to find a group of suspicious nodes, and then figures out a specific intruder by analyzing network traffic. This method can be applied in an SN to trace malicious nodes. It is efficient since most computation runs in the sink and its communication overhead is O(n). It meets the requirements of accuracy and FT because its success rate is nearly 100% when there are few collusive nodes and is still 80% even when the rate of collusive nodes is up to 50%. The authors did not consider other criteria and a malicious node can slander normal nodes optionally by sending numerous false data packets.
Chen et al. [79] proposed a change-point detection method to monitor the consistency of CPU usage in each node. Because the malicious node would draw lots of packets destined to the sink, the CPU usage of it would increase obviously during the period of processing so many packets. They used Girshick Rubin Shyriaev method [80] to discriminate a legitimate node loaded a high burden for a short time from a malicious node. This method can trace malicious node accurately. It is efficient because its communication overhead increases linearly with the number of nodes. The authors considered the effect of environment on security data; thus, it meets DQ. In theory, this method satisfies accuracy and FT, which, however, were not verified in experiments. Other criteria were not considered in this paper.
Sharmila and Umamaheswari [81] suggested a method in an SN that compares the consistency of a digest sent to the sink via an old trustable path with the shorter one through a new node. This method can be applied in an SN to trace malicious nodes. It is efficient since its communication overhead is O(n). It meets accuracy and FT because it has high success rate, which is still about 80% when malicious nodes occupy half of the network. FPR keeps 0 until the ratio of malicious nods gets up to 30%. However, the authors did not clarify scalability and other criteria were not considered, either. Notably, the detection result is not trustworthy if the new node is under JA.
Tumrongwittayapak and Varakulsiripunth [82] proposed a method based on the assumption that if the routing of a static node to the sink is changed, then an SHA is present. They used four extra monitor nodes to determine the position of all sensor nodes that send data (Node ID, Next Hop ID, RSSI value) to the RSSI-based sinkhole detector resided in the sink. If the RSSI value is constant but Next Hop ID of a node is different from the previous one, then an SHA will occur at the nearest node to the sink in the routing since the malicious node has only one-hop route to the sink. This method can be applied in an SN to trace malicious nodes. It is lightweight since it only introduces communication overhead of O(n). It meets accuracy and FT because the detection rate is above 95% although the ratio of malicious nodes increases from 0 to 20%. But the authors did not consider the impact of WSN environment. They did not clarify scalability and other criteria. Notably, this method did not meet DT because topology can be changed due to node failure. What is more, this method did not distinguish SHA from WA that can also change the routing from a node to the sink.
In addition, Dallas et al. [83] suggested an approach to detect hop-count values of a node residing in route advertisements. It is an indication of SHA if the hop-count changes significantly. This anomaly detection system (ADS) only can be deployed in an SN. It can achieve 96% of TPR and 5% of FPR with only one single ADS. The detection rate will get up to 100% with five ADSs. This approach does not request any extra communication overhead. But it cannot discover the specific location of a malicious node. The authors did not consider other criteria (such as scalability and SP). This method has the same problem as [82] since node failure and WA can change hop-count values significantly.
6) Hello Flooding Attack: Some cryptography-based approaches [84] [85] [86] were proposed to defend HFA. We only consider noncryptographic approaches because it is difficult to conclude the security data used in the existing cryptographybased methods.
In [87] , each node sets a threshold for RSSI. If received RSSI of a node is equal to fixed signal strength in its radio range, the node treats the sender as a friend. Otherwise, it treats the sender as a stranger if received RSSI is more than fixed signal strength. When RSSI is similar to the threshold but not the same, the node sends a test message to the sender. If it receives a reply within a specified time, it classifies the sender as a friend, otherwise a stranger. Magotra and Kumar [88] improved the aforementioned method. The test message and its corresponding response are replaced by coordinate information of the sender node. Only the nodes whose RSSI and distance are both within the threshold are considered as friends. Above methods can be applied in an SN. They can trace malicious nodes accurately and meet EE with the communication overhead of O(n). The authors did not clarify accuracy, FT and scalability. DT and LP are unnecessary to be considered. Besides, other criteria were not considered.
D. Attack Detection in Transport Layer
Few studies were found to detect attacks occurring in the transport layer. Existing work mainly focuses on FA detection.
1) Flooding Attack:
As mentioned before, Dharini et al. [70] proposed an energy consumption method to detect FA and GHA accurately and effectively. The performance analysis is the same as before.
Rolla and Kaur [89] proposed a dynamic time-based forwarding window technique to detect and prevent FA in an SN. The authors divided all neighbor nodes of a source node into two parts. The source node transmits RREQ messages to its first part of nodes and informs the second half part of nodes the number of neighbor nodes and the time at which RREQ messages were initiated in order to calculate the dynamic time called forwarding window. If any malicious node is located in the communication range of the second part of nodes, it will flood the network with RREQ messages. The second part of nodes will detect the malicious node whose duration of sending packets is more than the forwarding window and inform the malicious node ID to other nodes. This technique can be applied in an SN to trace malicious nodes. It is lightweight since its communication overhead is O(m × n). However, privacy, DQ, DT, and SP were not considered and accuracy, FT and scalability were omitted in this paper.
E. Attack Detection Across Multiple Layers 1) Jamming Attack:
We do not distinguish basic JA (BJA) from intelligent JA (IJA) because most detection schemes can detect both attacks. JA has a significant influence on packet dropping ratio, PDR, energy consumption, and other performance indicators, so that we can use these indicators to detect JAs.
Xu et al. [55] applied three basic statistics RSSI, carrier sensing time, and PDR, respectively, to evaluate whether the channel is under a JA. They distinguished normal traffic from most of JAs except for reactive jammer based on RSSI through a large number of simulation experiments. Carrier sensing time can be used to effectively detect constant jammers and deceptive jammers, and it can differentiate congestion from jamming. But using this data becomes invalid for finding random jammers and reactive jammers. Finally, PDR is an effective statistic to discriminate all jammer models from normal traffic and congested scene, which is also utilized in [57] , but it is ineffective for other network dynamics (such as power exhaustion) because these situations result in extremely low PDR just like a jammer does. All of the above three schemes are effective and efficient based on the communication overhead of O(n).
Xu et al. [19] specified an advanced method by using a mixed scheme. They used RSSI and PDR at the same time to identify a JA. This method can verify all types of jammers and further distinguish the JA from network dynamics. Only high signal strength with low PDR is the symbol of a jammed area. This method can be applied in an SN. It is efficient because of communication overhead O(n). But such criteria as DQ, confidentiality, authentication, and integrity were not considered, and accuracy, FT, and scalability were not clarified in this paper. Besides, DT and LP are unnecessary to be considered. The authors presented two countermeasures against JAs named channel surfing and spatial retreats. The former utilizes a coordinated channel switching and spectral multiplexing technique to prevent JAs. The latter is applied into an MN where all of victim nodes can get away from an interference area.
Manju and Sasi [58] also took RSSI and PDR into consideration to detect a jammer node because it prevents communications between two normal nodes and may impact the channel quality and reduce the PDR. A node with the maximum RE is elected to be a monitoring node and monitors abnormal PDR and RSSI of its neighbor nodes periodically. But the authors did not consider the situation that a malicious node serves as a monitoring node and it always happens because a malicious node often has the maximum RE. This method can be applied in an SN to trace malicious nodes. It is efficient due to communication overhead of O(n). However, the authors did not clarify accuracy, FT, and scalability of the proposed method and did not consider DQ, DT, and security, either.
F. Summary 1) Security Data and Performance of Attack Detection:
We summarize security data and performance evaluation result of all reviewed detection methods in Table II. We summarize the important and typical security data that can detect multiple attacks in Table III . We first observe that security data RSSI can be used to detect five types of attacks simultaneously: 1) JA; 2) SA; 3) WA; 4) SHA; and 5) HFA. Second, we can use PDR to detect four types of attacks: 1) CNA; 2) JA; 3) BHA; and 4) GHA. ACK packets are also used in the detection for four types of attacks: 1) SA; 2) BHA; 3) GHA; and 4) DA. Next, trust values are related to three types of attacks: 1) CNA; 2) BHA; and 3) GHA. We can apply initial energy and residual to detect GHA, HFA, and FA. Finally, location claims and carrier sensing time can be used to detect two types of attacks.
Furthermore, from the above review, we find that most of detection methods are applied to an SN, while only few of methods are proposed with regard to MNs. Traceability as well as EE are considered adequately since many existing methods can point out the position of the attack accurately and take power consumption into account. But few methods consider DQ, scalability, and DT when detecting attacks. Accuracy is a fundamental criterion so that most of methods meet it. What is more, about half of methods achieve high FT ratio. However, SP are seldom considered in all methods to guarantee confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and nonrepudiation of security data in the process of data transmission. Especially, no methods think over privacy. It is still an open issue right now.
2) Data Collection and Detection of Synthesized Attacks: Park et al. [66] proposed an energy-efficient method that can detect BHA or GHA. If a checkpoint node cannot reply ACK message accurately, we think this network is under BHA or GHA. This method can be applied in an SN to trace malicious nodes. It saves energy since it activates the detection mechanism only when the sink discovers a suspicious node, and its maximum communication overhead is O(k). In addition, it meets accuracy because its TPR is 97% and FPR is below 5%. Specially, its TPR can be up to about 88% when 25% of nodes are compromised. However, the authors did not consider other criteria.
Through a number of experiments, Dharini et al. [70] discovered that among DoS attacks, gray hole consumes the minimal amount of energy, while FA consumes the maximal amount of energy. Ultimately, they utilized energy consumption to distinguish between GHA and FA. This method detects FA and GHA with high EE, since extra requested traffic and computation of this method are very limited. What is more, a cluster head can trace a malicious node and isolate it from the network. DT and LP are unnecessary to be considered in this method. Besides, DP, DQ, and SP were not considered. Accuracy, FT and scalability were also omitted.
Li et al. [68] presented a method that a sensor node can monitor its neighbor nodes retransmission traffic with a Watchdog [69] or an ACK message. This method can detect BHA and GHA according to the amount of retransmission traffic. Data is encrypted with a symmetric encryption algorithm to guarantee its confidentiality. This method can be applied in an SN to trace malicious nodes. It is efficient because the detection method is activated based on demand. Its maximum communication overhead is O(m × n). It meets FT because its accuracy can reach 90% even when more than 70% of nodes are compromised. There is no need to consider DT and LP. However, this method does not meet other criteria.
Ren et al. [71] proposed a method that can detect GHA or BHA based on a trust evaluation mechanism. A node evaluates the trust value of a neighbor node based on the deviation between average packet dropping ratio and actual packet dropping ratio as well as trust reports from neighbor nodes. When the average trust value of a node is below a defined threshold, we think this node is under GHA or BHA. This method can be applied in an SN for tracing malicious nodes. It is energy efficient since its communication overhead is O(m×n). This method takes advantage of cryptographic techniques to guarantee confidentiality and authentication against adversaries. Moreover, it can always achieve more than 95% of TPR if less than 50% of nodes are compromised in the network, thus this method satisfies accuracy and FT. However, the authors did not clarify scalability and nonrepudiation, and did not consider other criteria.
Roy et al. [2] proposed a scheme that uses dynamic trust management system to counter BHA and SHA simultaneously. It utilizes multiple security data to evaluate the trust value of a sensor node. If the trust value is below a specific threshold, we declare that this network is under BHA or SHA based on different abnormal data. This scheme can be applied in an SN to trace malicious nodes. It is efficient with communication overhead of O(n). The authors considered DT in a way that a node assembles trust values from neighbors. However, the authors omitted accuracy, FT, and scalability, and did not consider other criteria. Other schemes [19] , [55] , [57] , [58] use multiple security data such as RSSI, carrier sensing time, PDR to jointly detect basic JA and intelligent JA. When the value of security data exceeds defined threshold, we think this network is under JA. These schemes are efficient because of communication overhead O(n). They can be applied in an SN, but cannot trace malicious nodes accurately except for [58] . There was no need to consider DT in [19] and the first two schemes in [55] . Other criteria such as DQ, confidentiality, authentication, and integrity were not considered, and accuracy, FT and scalability were not clarified in these schemes.
For easy conclusion, we summarize the performance of the above reviewed literature methods in Table IV . The security-related data collected in each method are also summarized.
V. OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Based on the analysis of existing attack detection methods, we come across a number of open issues on security data collection and security measurement as outlined in Section V-A. 
A. Open Issues
We propose a number of open issues based on the above comprehensive review and performance analysis in terms of security data collection and security measurement in WSNs.
First, an attack detection and security measurement method that is adaptive to the trust of the sink is still missed in the literature. All of the existing centralized methods were proposed based on an assumption that the sink is a completely trusted equipment, which is never attacked and destroyed in all scenes. In practice, however, a mighty adversary can intrude it, which has occurred in reality. In general, the central facilities are the first to bear the brunt in a war and easily destroyed in a natural disaster (e.g., an earthquake and a flood). Thus, the attack detection and security measurement method that is adaptive to the trustworthiness of the sink should be studied.
Second, the literature lacks a holistic method that can detect most of mainstream attacks in WSNs, which is crucially essential for security measurement. All the detection methods only detect one or two attacks. None of them detects an attack with the consideration that other attacks could exist and may happen at the same time. For example, in [52] , if a WA is present in the WSN and there is a strong link between two replication nodes, they can exchange the random nonce value received from other nodes and thus the method cannot take effect anymore.
Third, accuracy, EE are still a topic of interests because of limited node energy and constrained resources in WSNs. This requests lightweight detection methods with high detection accuracy. Though FPR is low, it is still nonzero. We should further decrease the FPR down to zero to prevent legitimate nodes from being revoked wrongly.
Fourth, scalability support is missed in most of existing methods. Any attack may occur in a large-scale network. An application of WSN is always employed into a large-scale area and consists of thousands and millions of sensor nodes.
Fifth, DT and DQ are still not well considered and ensured in most of existing methods. How to process big data collected from different sources with different quality for the purpose of detecting all potential attacks toward trustworthy security measurement is still an open issue. Few methods have consideration on compromised nodes and network dynamics. They ignored the issue of DT. If malicious nodes pretend to be normal to transmit data normally but send false security data and alarm information, they could impact network attack detection accuracy, revoke legitimate nodes and even destroy the whole network. For example, in [51] , if the central node is a compromised node, the whole network will break down. In [75] , if a malicious node reports that the change rate of neighbor nodes is below a threshold, all neighbor nodes will be immediately prohibited. However, few existing methods took DQ into account. In reality, the environment could impact DQ. Legitimate nodes may send false data.
Sixth, few existing methods considered LP and DP during security data collection and attack detection. They may offend privacy consciously or unintentionally during security data collection. This issue should be solved but it could be a big challenge considering the specific characteristics of WSNs.
Seventh, a dynamic threshold setting for attack detection should be provided, but not well studied so far. Some schemes, such as [58] , [62] , [70] , and [75] , set a static threshold to verify an attack. It is not appropriate for practical applications because the situation changes all the time in reality. And it is difficult to set a suitable threshold to distinguish malicious nodes with legitimate nodes effectively.
Eighth, people pay little attention to attack detection in the data link layer and the transport layer. It is not enough to only focus on security protocols and other defense mechanisms to resist attacks. For example, current MAC protocols are not sufficient to protect WSNs from denial-of-sleep attack [18] .
Ninth, almost all existing methods did not seriously consider the SP. But it is fundamental and important for a detection method to guard against some basic attacks such as eavesdropping attack and CNA, and protect security data against threats. On the contrary, applying complicated cryptographic techniques for resisting the above threats on security data could consume a lot of resources, which is not suitable for WSN.
Last but not the least, data aggregation with security and privacy protection has not yet been well studied. Data aggregation is a main technique to reduce communication overhead and node energy for security data transmission. However, security mechanisms may have a negative influence on the energy efficiency of data aggregation schemes. It is necessary to design a scheme that meets security requirements while reduces communication overhead.
B. Future Research Directions
Based on the open issues listed above, we propose a number of future research directions.
1) Data Trustworthiness and Data Quality: DT and DQ in WSN are two important research topics for protecting security data from being disqualified by networking environments, malicious attacks, and topological changes, and for removing or filtering unused data. In WSN attack detection, we should prevent a malicious node from revoking a normal node and acting as a monitoring node. Considering that a malicious node intentionally sends error data to interrupt the whole network, authentication, especially authentication on node trust, must be applied to identify a node. Besides, DT should be evaluated to distinguish false data from normal data for reliable security measurement. Since radio signals used in node communications in WSNs are susceptible to its environment, such as Rayleigh fading and shadowing effects, data trust evaluation in WSNs should be seriously studied. Furthermore, a dynamic threshold should be applied to judge the quality of security data and data trust based on environmental changes.
2) Pure Distributed Detection: Pure distributed detection should be investigated in WSN security measurement since it can prevent single point of failure and thus more secure. Blockchain provides a possible technical solution to realize pure distributed detection. Nodes can jointly detect attacks based on a common consensus mechanism. However, we must address the efficiency and scalability of blockchain before applying it into WSN security measurement. We believe this is a very promising research topic.
3) Synthesis Detection: Security measurement based on comprehensive attack detection is a significant research topic for WSN protection and security defence. An effective attack detection method considering only one attack may fall down in the presence of some other attacks. We should investigate new attack detection methods to figure out synthesis attacks happening simultaneously.
4) Scalability:
We should take scalability into consideration, because wireless sensors are always deployed in a large-scale area. We need to analyze whether a detection method can be applied into an intensive scene. If it only works in a small-scale network, it may break down in reality.
5) Privacy Preservation: DP and LP should be preserved when collecting security data in WSNs. In practice, a lightweight and efficient privacy-preserving scheme is highly expected in WSNs to solve this serious issue driven by the demands of concrete applications. In this case, cryptography-based schemes may not be applicable in WSNs. A lightweight and efficient solution is highly expected.
6) Lightweight Protection on Data:
For comprehensively supporting integrity, confidentiality, authentication and nonrepudiation, many cryptographic algorithms can be applied to satisfy the above-mentioned demands, but not all of them are appropriate for WSN due to its specific characteristics, such as limited energy, constrained power, and low memory. A modest or lightweight security scheme needs to be devised with regard to protecting security data.
7) Low Communication Overhead:
How to reduce communication overhead in security data collection and attack detection is a significant research topic. WSNs have limited resources and security mechanisms normally introduce extra communication overhead. It is necessary to design a lightweight encryption scheme or apply other methods to protect data security, which can reduce communication overhead, and thus save energy.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this survey, we summarized the security attacks in WSNs and classified them into different types based on network layers. In order to evaluate the performance of existing attack detection methods, we proposed a series of evaluation criteria in terms of both security data collection and attack detection. We further reviewed existing detection methods against eleven types of mainstream attacks in WSNs, not only single attack, but also synthesized attack. We seriously analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of the existing works by employing the proposed criteria for the purpose of exploring open research issues and propose future research directions toward trustworthy and effective security measurement in WSNs.
